
Partner Schedule & Messaging

Introduction
According to LinkedIn and Facebook research, Tuesday’s, Wednesday’s and Thursday’s produce the highest viewed posts. 

The purpose of this document is to assist with messaging to accompany product posts.  This is purely to provide a guide or 
example of what you can use to post and accompany a post with messaging to get your audience aware of where they may be 
exposed, aware of case studies that prove the PlanSafe product and to promote you as a PlanSafe reseller – the hero with the 
answer. 

In order to make sure PlanSafe and ESP messaging is reached within the Australian market, plan to boost a video, infograph, case 
study or article post of each product once a week each on these high traffic days.  Build up the awareness in your market by 
responding to buyer readiness.  See attached video to explain how you can do this. 

https://youtu.be/41E8kvRdXts 

Get your colleagues on board and ask staff to actively “like” and “share” every posts, focussing mainly on content that you boost 
on those higher traffic days. 

For particular industry focus, use hash tags # (eg #healthcare to identify key words in those industries or tag people or companies 
you want to highlight in the post for better reach by using the @ followed by the name eg. @locatrix).  This will boost your post 
onto readers who are following those people or organisations. 

Below is a weekly schedule for content sharing which focuses on the raising awareness, shopping and buying process (refer to 
partner portal video and content reshare documents).

Post Schedule

Day What to Post Boosted Post Request for staff to share/like
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Sunday

PlanSafe Image with Message

“awareness” post article share

Case study article (use industry #'s)

Case Study or article post

PlanSafe Video with Message

Reshare from Partner

Reshare from Partner
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Top Hashtags 
 
#PlanSafe 
#emergencyplan  
#emergencymanagement  
#onlinetraining 
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#PlanSafe provides users with an online Fire & Evacuation Plan (FEP) plus employee  
training and reporting features which allow records to be maintained and produced,  
adhering to occupier’s safety compliance obligations. 
 
If you are looking for personalised, interactive, site-specific, user-friendly and visually- 
appealing emergency management software, ask us about #PlanSafe today. 

Content

PlanSafe Post Content

Message

Is your organisation faced with a problem of delivering compliant emergency training  
solutions to hundreds (even thousands) of staff across a big geographical spread?  
 
PlanSafe interactive emergency management software provides a flexible and scalable  
emergency training solution that ensures that you will meet all the necessary regulations  
and be prepared for every emergency. 
 
Completed within 30 minutes, anywhere and anytime, save your employees time and your  
organisation money and find out how #PlanSafe solution can help you. 

When presenting PlanSafe to a prospective client, we are often asked “Doesn’t Emergency  
Evacuation Training have to be face to face?” 
 
The short answer is no.   
 
According to the Safe Work Australia’s Emergency Plan Fact Sheet, the main emphasis is  
that the Emergency Plan needs to reflect site specific detail such as; the nature of work  
being carried out at the workplace, hazards at the workplace, consideration also to  
neighbouring sites, the size and location of the workplace, is the site remote? Is it near  
health services? How many occupants are there? 
 
These are all details that are captured with input tool #PlanStudio with #PlanSafe, this  
information is translated into the learning outcome that complies with current Workplace  
Health and Safety Legislation, and Building Fire Safety Regulations and Australian  
Standards (AS 3745-2010). 

#PlanSafe delivers each assessment taking just 20-30 minutes and can be available to a  
new staff member as part of their onboarding, anywhere, anytime ensuring that the  
building owner meets compliance by ensuring that all occupants are trained in how to  
respond to an emergency situation.   
 
That by comparison, trying to pull together staff members to attend a half-day session,  
where engagement is low and no assessment is complete.   
 
#emergencyplan #emergencymanagement #onlinetraining #PlanSafe 

Is your organisation faced with a problem of delivering compliant emergency training  
solutions to hundreds (even thousands) of staff across a big geographical spread?  
 
#PlanSafe interactive emergency management software provides flexible and scalable  
emergency training solution that ensures that you will meet all the necessary regulations  
and be prepared for every emergency situation. 
 
Completed within 30 minutes, anywhere and anytime, save your employees time.

PlanSafe online emergency management training provides quality content that helps your 
occupants understand how to keep safe inside your buildings.   
 
This video is tailored for the healthcare industry, showing occupants how they can 
respond to an emergency evacuation in accordance with AS4083-2010 Planning for 
Emergencies in Health Care facilities. 
 
#PlanSafe has many Aged Care and Health Clients who benefit from #PlanSafe’s 
#emergencymanagement training online in place of face to face – especially since 
COVID-19. 
 
To find out how we can help you, ask us to find out more about #PlanSafe can help by 
creating custom site-specific online training for your organisation be compliant in a cost 
effective and efficient manner.     

Please only share one of these links at a time. We 
need to protect our content and this is why it has been 
sliced up. Locatrix training videos are stolen all the 
time and this is one way we can avoid this.

i

Stage 2 evacuation content, sliced into four videos: 
 
Evac Introduction 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3HzBqjMlnjY&list=PLeLWosl4M6cFagN6Iz6hBhU1rvHZIKlW3&index=2 
 
R.A.C.E Acronym 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=seeuRNgvXJE&list=PLeLWosl4M6cFagN6Iz6hBhU1rvHZIKlW3&index=2 
 
P.A.S.S Acronym 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=m7s2P137h9s&list=PLeLWosl4M6cFagN6Iz6hBhU1rvHZIKlW3&index=3 
 
Zones 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=I0nsXZxkpjk&list=PLeLWosl4M6cFagN6Iz6hBhU1rvHZIKlW3&index=4 

Emergency Training Solution 
 
PlanSafe animation video explaining PlanSafe training: 
https://youtu.be/HEdei4Cp3W0 



Top Hashtags 
 
#PlanStudio 
#indoormapping 
#evacuationdiagrams  
#VisualAssetManagement
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#PlanStudio is an app used by professionals to provide businesses with Virtual Reality  
training. 
 
The software captures all the information needed to take a 2D floor plan into a 3D  
environment.  
 
Using geotagging technology, the user can mark-up and create a completely scalable plan  
within the hour. 

Content

PlanStudio Post Content

Message

#PlanStudio can assist any user who requires visual asset management of their site.  In  
this example, assets are mapped and compliance information is saved and updated easily.   
 
Do you struggle understanding where each asset is located on a site?  Can you easily  
match up the paperwork with the asset?  Call us to see how you too can benefit from  
#PlanStudio’s #VisualAssetManagement capability. 

The responsibility to provide a safe work environment amid COVID-19 restrictions is both a  
headache and an obligation.   
 
#PlanStudio’s #indoormapping capability can easily provide you with occupant capacity  
per zone, identify where hygiene stations are to be located, help you understand the  
limitations placed due to the 4sqm rule and also the 1.5m social distancing measures. 
 
Contact us today and find out how we can help you as licensees of #PlanStudio providing  
you with #indoormapping. 

Spatial Mapping / Virtual Reality Training 
 
How it Works: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFwymRjJ7hA 

Different uses including visual asset management 
 
Mapping a Warehouse equipment/fittings: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZMTvSVMg2Y 

Different uses including COVID 19 practices 
 
Using PlanStudio to map Covid-19 safe office zones and 
appropriate equipment such as hygiene zones and 
sanitization/signage: 
https://youtu.be/chYOq6zUeT4 
 
Using PlanStudio to be Covid 19 safe in workplace with 1.5 
distance: 
https://youtu.be/UQc_7DGoZIc 
 
Using zones tool to mark-up physical distancing and 
accurately allocate people per space as per 4sqm rule: 
https://youtu.be/y2rHNsIj2lM



Top Hashtags 
 
#ESP 
#situationalawareness 
#firstresponders 
#ISO27001
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Our ESP delivers critical building information to First Responders, making it easier for 
them to manage incidents and save lives. 
 
With all data collected by #PlanStudio protected by #ISO27001 security standards, 
#Locatrix ensures that data is secure and only shared with those that will save lives. 
 
The ESP is only available for approved emergency services agencies, and the relevant 
building information can be streamed in a variety of digital formats. 

Content

ESP Post Content

Message

ESP Marketing 
 
Animated video explaining ESP: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFwymRjJ7hA 


